
Competitive Computers 
Grows in More Ways Than One
The operative word for this New Hampshire-based solution provider is “competitive.” Michael 
Demars, president of Competitive Computers, founded his company at the tender young age 
of 15. And, with a “never-say-no” philosophy and an innately ambitious spirit, Competitive 
Computers grew into a highly successful and well-respected business. 

“We learned about PCs early—before people knew much—and built our own white-box 
solutions,” says Demars. “We bought Intel ingredients and became a Registered Intel partner.” 
And that went well, according to Demars. But when the white-box game changed, Competitive 
Computers, like many other resellers and solution providers, had to evolve to maintain its 

strategic value to its customers. “Fast forward to the millennium, and the big-box stores put a lot 
of pressure on the white-box business, so we made the decision to partner with IBM.” That’s when 
he says Competitive Computers lost its focus on its partnership with Intel. But that soon changed.
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“ The digestible, educational content provided by Intel 
allows Competitive Computers to acquire knowledge 
well beyond speeds and feeds, and have more 
strategic business conversations with customers.”
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Competitive Computers Goes For Gold

Demars says his “Aha” moment came when Intel made 
some changes of its own and allowed third-party 
products (with Intel Inside), to qualify under the Intel 
Technology Provider program. That’s when Demars 
realized how much further he could take his partnership 
with Intel, and his business, if he moved up a level from 
Registered to Gold partner. 

The Intel Technology Provider program provided a path 
for Competitive Computers to acquire greater knowledge 
and obtain the tools needed to become a more valuable 
resource for its customers. The program is built on the 
principles of technology innovation, vertical opportunity 
and business enablement. And, like any strong partner-
ship, the more Competitive Computers put into it, the 
more it got in return. 

“The incentive-based approach gives us another reason to 
do what we’re supposed to do anyway. The points [earned 
by purchasing Intel-based devices or components] 
translate into money off [of Intel product purchases as 
well as other options]. It was a no-brainer,” says Demars.

Hardware Shares The Spotlight With IT Services 

Competitive Computers further transitioned from a 
hardware-centric VAR in the early 2000s as IT services 

began to take a stronghold. Today, the company’s 
revenue is fairly evenly split between managed services 
and hardware/software sales. Leveraging the resources 
available to Gold level partners, Competitive Computers 
invested in the training and certifications needed to help 
it become an expert in managed services. 

“We still serve our local markets but now it boils down 
to outsourced IT,” says Demars. “Many customers don’t 
have dedicated IT—just like they wouldn’t have a full-
time attorney or accountant on staff. But when they need 
high-quality IT and service management, they call us in.  

“The digestible, educational content provided by Intel 
allows Competitive Computers to acquire knowledge well 
beyond speeds and feeds, and have more strategic business 
conversations with customers,” says Demars. He cites Intel® 
vPro™ technology as an example. “We have the knowledge 
to speak confidently about power consumption, security and 
management capabilities, and how they fit into the solution.” 

Price is always a big driver, especially for SMBs, says 
Demars, and armed with the necessary information 
Competitive Computers can command the soft-cost 
conversations—the most difficult ones to have. “The 
relationship with Intel helps us to do a better job for our 
customers and it helps us differentiate ourselves from the 
guys who don’t have that advantage. That wouldn’t be 
realistic without our partnership with Intel.”
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About Intel Technology Provider
Partners enjoy many benefits across three tiers of program membership [Registered, Gold and 
Platinum]. At Gold and Platinum levels, the benefits and incentives escalate, including the ability 
to both earn points on Intel product purchases and also redeem them for a variety of business-
building rewards. Members at the highest levels enjoy access to sales and marketing tools, online 
training, face-to-face training and exclusive access to premium partner materials. 

In addition, at Gold and Platinum levels, benefits become customized to the partner’s unique 
business and goals, including access to specialty benefits aligned to the vertical industries 
they serve. Upon attaining Platinum-level status, members are assigned a dedicated account 
manager who helps drive sales and solutions and keeps partners ahead of industry trends. 

Learn more about Intel Technology Provider at http://techpartner.intel.com/bcf. 
Create more opportunity for your business and your customers.  Elevate your success and Intel Technology 
Provider status today.
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